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EMAIL CAMPAIGN CHECKLIST 
 
Does your institution send coordinated, timed emails to its prospective and current students, 

as well as faculty and staff? Have you ever faced the agony of an email with a typo in the 

subject line?  

 

If you do, you know how important proofing is. This simple email campaign checklist gives 

you a set of relevant items you look for before you hit “send.” 

 

	
� Send list matches campaign name 

� “To” field is personalized by |FNAME|*|LNAME| 

� Sender name is correct and the email address takes replies and is monitored? 

� Subject line grammatically correct 

� Subject line is spell-checked 

� Subject line content includes a benefit for reader 

� Subject line less than 40 characters, 5-8 words 

� Subject line has sense of urgency 

� Email easily skimmed in 10 seconds with content comprehension 

� Header is sized correctly 

� All photos link correctly to the right article, all photos have alt-text 

� Buttons spellchecked and linked to the right article 

� Body text links correctly 

� Body text is spell-checked and grammar-checked 

� Check all “it’s, its,” “their, they’re, there” and “your, you’re” instances 

� Strong verbs and no passive voice 

� No sentence fragments or run-on sentences 

� No unnecessary commas or possessive apostrophes 

� Proper nouns capitalized and reference-checked 

� Body text is interesting and relevant 

� Body text includes benefit for reader 

� Content is easily read and is in a conversational tone 

� Footer block social media icons link correctly 

� No issues in Preview Mode 

� No issues in test email 

� Three team members have read the email 
 

 Looking for help on your higher ed email marketing campaigns? D. White & Company is a marketing & 

management consulting firm that can help you with everything from communications audits to execution. Email us 

at darren@dwhiteandco.com to start your project.  


